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Executive summary
Following the Report identifying the regional clusters in Europe, which concluded that special relationships
could be established between clusters like Dimes in Finland, Vindeira in Spain and Images & Réseaux in
France, this document aims to describe the actions implemented to develop partnerships with other clusters
in the second period of the project.
At first, an international cooperation session was held in February 2011 in Barcelona, during Mobile World
Congress 2011. This session focused on “very high broadband and mobility” and included other clusters or
international organizations like : Wavefront (Canada), Kaben Wireless (Canada), CTTC (Spain), TIC.cat
(Spain), and I2cat (Spain).
A common interest was found in Optical fiber networks and also LTE FemtoCells with I2cat cluster in Spain
but also with CTTC that should lead to common participation to FP7 European projects.
On 31 March, 2011, an audio conference meeting was held with Rose Vision (J. Sesena) and France
Telecom/Orange (P.Y. Danet), to consolidate the initiatives of the NEM relevant actors.
Moreover, CINTEL (an association closely linked to the Colombian government that is working towards
developing the country through the use of ICT in all areas of society) and Images et Reseaux decided to
study the possibility of developing common projects in conjunction with Ankla and Imagin Lab testbeds in
the following fields:
-

DBV-T standard testing (Colombia chose the TV European standard)

-

Research about IPTV on IMS

-

Face recognition on video calling.
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Introduction and objective of this document

Task 2.2 of FutureNEM is dedicated to the promotion of a regional cluster policy within the NEM
platform.
In the previous period, the work of Task 2.2 consisted in preparing an inventory of clusters
addressing NEM related topics (doc FutureNEM-005 : deliverable D2.2.1). Contacts have also
been taken with a couple of clusters . This is reported in document FutureNEM-015 (D2.2.3).
The present document reports the activities that have been further implemented in the second period
of the project to develop cooperation with other NEM related regional clusters.
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Inter-clusters event at MWC 2011 in Barcelona

1.1

General purpose

FutureNEM-026

In February 2011, during the Mobile World Congress 2011 in Barcelona, the Images & Réseaux cluster
took the lead of an international cooperation session. This session focused “very high broadband and
mobility”. Two other French clusters (Systematic in Paris, SCS in south of France) were associated to this
initiative (the French ministry backed that session). This session targeted international organizations, with
the ambition to boost cooperation between clusters and therefore build collaborative projects.

1.2

Presentation of the session

The event was named « Clusters Partnership Mission Agenda – February 14th to 17th Mobile World
Congress ». More details on
See following link for event organization: http://www.ubifrance.fr/telecoms-et-spatial/001PRG14207+mission-partenariale-mobilite-a-l-occasion-du-salon-mwc-2011.html?xtatc=int-146.

Figure 1 : Inter-cluster session
Within this session, 4 workshops took place, addressing :


Mobile services for citizens



Security and mobility: the financial transactions example



High Broadband technologies

© FutureNEM consortium 2011
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Mobility Technologies: data transmission and gathering.

Naturally, among the various clusters attending, Images & Reseaux was appointed to take in charge of
“High Broadband technologies” workshop ( and also participated in “Mobility Technologies: data
transmission and gathering”.
In the “High Broadband technologies” workshop the discussion was launched by Images & Reseaux which
provided a snapshot of 4G LTE technology and markets within the countries attending the workshop, for
instance, the status of LTE in Spain as summarised in Figure 2). Each organization had then 10 minutes to
make a presentation to highlight its interests in high broadband technologies and propose ideas for
cooperation. A wrap-up-session took place at the end, gathering the 4 workshops attendees.

Figure 2: LTE in Spain
Images & Reseaux indicated its interest to technologies linked to “digital content” and “Future Internet” as
appears in the presentation of Figure 3. Other attendees to the session were, in addition to SCS (France, O.
Chavrier) and Systematic (France, M. Bourgarel), Wavefront (Canada, B. Roberts), Kaben Wireless
(Canada, B. Bereza), CTTC (Spain, Lorenza Giupponi/Michela Svaluto), TIC.cat (Spain, S. Marcén i
Lopez), I2cat (Spain, Carlos Bock).
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Figure 3: Images &Réseaux présentation

1.3

Collaboration Opportunities

In the NEM field, Images & Réseaux detected some common interest with the I2cat cluster but also CTTC in
Spain in Optical fiber networks and also LTE FemtoCells.
CTTC has been implied in various European projects in LTE technical field:


FP6 WINNER, WINNER 2.



BeFEMTO (Broadband Evolved Femto Networks).



EXALTED (Expanding LTE for Devices).

In fact CTTC being a research centre, not a cluster, a direct contact to the cluster members (industry of
university) would be the correct approach for initialising collaboration. This is the reason why CTTC interest
has been cascaded down to the Image & Reseaux members.
However the I2cat cluster organisation is much more similar to the Images & Reseaux configuration : a
cluster organisation with experimental facilities. This opens up possible collaboration at cluster level.
The event has been reported in several blogs (http://www.ubifrance.fr/singapour/ACTU000305+fortepresence-de-la-france-au-mobile-world-congress.html
,
the
ICT
clusters
platform:
http://ict.innovcoop.com/index.php/fr/mwc-2011-barcelone , http://blog.images-et-reseaux.com/flash-infon%C2%B046/02/2011/

© FutureNEM consortium 2011
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Consolidation within NEM

An audio conference meeting was held on 31 March, 2011 with Rose Vision (J. Sesena) and France
Telecom/Orange (P.Y. Danet), to consolidate the initiatives of the NEM relevant actors.
During this meeting it was decided to extend the list of clusters considered for collaboration. Relationship
was already established with Dimes and Vindeira. It was agreed to include also i2CAT, IBBT (+…) in the
list to form a federation of clusters in the context of NEM.
Another decision was to try to develop some synergy with South American Clusters since contacts with them
were already existing (Rose Vision is in touch with many clusters and a MoU has been signed by Images &
Réseaux with CINTEL (Columbia)). This opportunity makes sense because CINTEL is involved in the
SALA3D support action and also the FORESTA FP7 project. Moreover they are also building a lab for
experimentation named ANKLA – Advanced Network Knowledge Lab similar to ImaginLab (developed by
Images & Réseaux).
In order to avoid dispersion, It is also recommended to focus the activities on the geographical areas where
partners have already signed agreements (i.e. Spain, Finland, Japan, Columbia …).
Images & Réseaux will inaugurate LTE testbed in Brest the 4th of October, during WPMC, which is a
NICT event organized this year in France by Telecom Bretagne. The idea is to use this event to promote
NEM with YRP (Yokosuka Research Park), which is close to NICT.
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Inauguration of the LTE Testbed

The launch of the ImagineLab LTE testbed during WPMC (Wireless Personal Multimedia Communication
Symposium. - http://www.wpmc2011.org/) of October 2011 was a real opportunity to promote the intercluster collaboration.
WPMC is a high level international conference, gathering academics and industrials from all over the world.
It is managed by the NICT (National Institute of Information and Communications Technology) and YRP
(Yokosuka Research Park) authorities and this session was also co-sponsored by IEEE. During that event the
launch of the Imaginlab LTE platform, a unique tesbed and living lab service offer in Europe, was an
occasion to promote the cluster stakeholders’ know-how in the new mobile broadband era.
This was also a unique opportunity to cross-connect various communities:
 WPMC attendees (international & national researchers)
 The Images & Réseaux cluster members (Large groups like Alcatel-Lucent, Orange, Technicolor but
also Small Businesses)
 NEM platform members
 Other clusters in Europe.

Figure 4: ImaginLab Official Launch
The following organisations were invited to the event (Figure 4):
 The NEM ETP, represnted by MM. Jean-Dominique Meunier, and Pierre-Yves Danet,
 Representatives of previously mentioned European clusters:
o Michael Nilsson of CDT-LTU
o Roberto Santoro, Marc Pallot and Hans Schaffers from ESOCE.NET
o Lorenza Giupponi and Michela Svaluto from CTTC
© FutureNEM consortium 2011
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o Carlos Bock from I2cat
o Sergi Marcen from GENCAT
o Anastasius Gavras and Hadid Hrasnica from Eurescom
Representatives of non-European organisations
o M. Handa from Yokosuka Research Park (Japan)
o B. Roberts from Wavefront (Canada)

The agenda of the event included the following items:
 10:15 AM, Press tour welcome at Brest airport
 11:00 AM, Interviews in WPMC conference venue
 11:30 AM, first demos quick review
 12:00 / 14:30 PM, Connected boat demo by Alcatel-Lucent
 14:30 PM / 16:00 PM, Connected car in Brest, demos and interview at WPMC Conference venue
 16:00 PM, Official Launch with
o Prof. Ramjee Prasad (Aalborg University, Denmark)
o Dr. Naoto Kadowaki (National Institue of Information and Communivations Technology,
Japan)
o M. Paul Friedel (Dean at Telecom Bretagne)
o M. Vincent Marcatté ( Images & Réseaux chairman, Partnership & Open Innovation VP at
Orange Labs)
o M. Marc Labbey (TBI Chairnman, TBI stands for Technople Brest Iroise, the Brest
Technology Park)
 16:30 PM, Demos, cocktail and networking for WPMC attendees, Images & Réseaux and
ImaginLab guests
 End at 18:30 PM
 19:00 PM, Live video shooting with a regional TV broadcaster.
Demos were also presented :
 3G/4G performance comparison by ImaginLab
 Video streaming on 4G LTE by ImaginLab
 VoLTE by ImaginLab
 Connected boat by Alcatel-Lucent (Figure 5)
 Connected car by Alcatel-Lucent
 COMESI Celtic project by Orange
 Realtime Multi-player gaming with 4G LTE access by Orange
 IPv6 by Telecom Bretagne
 Network and QoS/QoE monitoring by Astellia (a medium business company, member of Images &
Réseaux cluster)
 Live video shooting by Aviwest (a small business company, member of Images & Réseaux) and
France 3 (a regional TV broadcaster)
 VAM (Video Assisted Maintenance) solutions on 4G by Camka System (a small business company,
member of Images & Réseaux-Figure 6).
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Figure 5: ALU Connected boat

Figure 6: Video Assisted Maintenance on 4G LTE
About 200 people attended the demos and the official launching, including 50 people coming from the
WPMC conferences
The demos worked perfectly well and show the know-how of various categories actors (small, medium and
large businesses as well as academics) in the emerging field of mobile broadband (“Increasing bandwidth
capacities of LTE/4G mobile networks» is a research priority identified in the NEM Strategic Research
Agenda -Version 8.0, September 2011). The press coverage was great with a high number of posts ( Figure
7). Additional information can be retrieved from Imaginlab website (www.imaginlab.fr) and Images &
Réseaux cluster blog (http://blog.images-et-reseaux.com/).

© FutureNEM consortium 2011
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Figure 7: media coverage
WPMC attendees and organisations particularly appreciated the 4G LTE demos (M. Hatori, chairman of
YRP sent a letter expressing his wish to develop collaboration- Figure 8). This interest was confirmed latter
on by a face-to-face meeting with M. Handa, who is in charge of a 4G LTE IOT (Interoperability Testing)
platform at YRP.
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Figure 8: letter from YRP
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Collaboration with CINTEL

Another inter cluster collaboration initiative that has been materialised during the reporting period concerns
CINTEL. CINTEL stands for Centro de Investigación de las Telecomunicaciones (Telecommunication
Research Center). This is an association closely linked to the Colombian government that is responsible for
promoting new technologies. It is working towards developing the country through the use of ICT in all
areas of society: education, health, administration, etc.
CINTEL is currently building a lab for experimentation consisting of an IMS Core network, named ANKLA
for Advanced Knowledge Networks Lab (Figure 9). The main supplier of this platform is Ericsson.

Figure 9: ANKLA topology
This project is very close of ImaginLab platform, which has been inaugurated in November 2010 and is
powered by Images & Reseaux (see Figure 10).

Figure 10: ImaginLab topology
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On 27 March 2009, the Images et Réseaux cluster had already signed a Memorandum of Understanding with
CINTEL. It is important to outline that this MoU was established after several meetings, some of them
happened during a visit by CINTEL to Saint-Malo for the NEM Summit in September 2009.
CINTEL suggests to start the collaboration from the respective testing platforms (ANKLA and Imagin Lab).
The first step consists in interconnecting Ankla and Imagin Lab. This interconnection would be a virtual
connection between the two IMS platforms.
In a second step, CINTEL and Images & Réseaux could develop a project in the following fields:
-

DBV-T standard testing (Colombia chose the TV European standard)

-

Research about IPTV on IMS

-

Face recognising on video calling.

© FutureNEM consortium 2011
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Conclusion

During the reported period, the work consisting into establishing contacts at cluster level with those regional
clusters identified as relevant to the NEM field has continued.
The consolidation of various experiences within NEM led to enlarge the list of clusters initially considered.
The I2cat cluster and CTTC have been contacted and plans for connecting testbed have been decided with
CINTEL.
During WPMC 2011 (October 2011) the cooperation with Yokosuka Research Park has been confirmed.
However, cooperation at Cluster level remains difficult: the topics for concrete collaboration remain a few
number, compared with the research topics that can be addressed by the cluster members (industry, SME’s,
universities) in collaborative projects. Testbeds are certainly one of them and has been the heart of the
initiatives taken so far by the NEM regional clusters.
The FI PPP is expected to provide a significant opportunity to involve the clusters within the experiments of
phase 2. Contacts have already been taken with INFINITY to include regional clusters into the map of
experimentations that is currently being prepared.
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